Research Question:
Through professional practice and previous
research, the researcher noticed examples of highquality, trade literature being absent from business
aggregators. For example, Business of Fashion, a
highly reputable fashion industry publication, is not
available in aggregators in full text, indexed, or
discoverable in UlrichsWeb (Tully, 2019). This study
was designed to determine whether a large
percentage of quality trade publications are absent
from the major aggregators from library vendors.

Business Insights: Global had the highest number of titles with full text holdings with 38.44%
(n=226), and Business Source Complete had the most titles with current, full text coverage with
20.24% (n=119). Every aggregator would result in full text coverage for 52.21% (n=307) of the
titles with UlrichsWeb records.

Predictions:

Factiva had the highest number of unique titles from the trade journals
with UlrichsWeb records with a total of 3.57% (n=21).

The prediction of the researcher was that a
large percentage of high-quality trade
publications would not be available in full
text or indexed by aggregators from library
vendors and that several would also be
absent from UlrichsWeb.

Potential Collaborative Solutions:
1.

2.

Methodology:
To create a list of high-quality trade publications, the
researcher consulted roughly 1,000 reports from First
Research, a reputable industry publication owned by
Dun & Bradstreet, on a variety of verticals that were
published between 2019 and 2020. Once the list was
constructed, the list was cleaned to remove ceased,
address publication portals, and account for name
changes. This list was a total of 768 publications, and
only 76.56% (n = 588) had UlrichsWeb records. To
create consistency in the results, the analysis of
aggregator holdings was only conducted for trade
publications with UlrichsWeb records.
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Results:

3.

Business Librarians could work collaboratively with metadata and
cataloging librarians to increase title level discovery of free business
journals through Community Zones or Network Zones in Alma/Primo as
well as in sources like the DOAJ. Subject headings for sources like Human
Resources Outsourcing Today should align with more well-known
publications like HRMagazine.
Business Librarians could work together to create a trade periodical
index. The Insurance Division of the Special Libraries Association created
an Insurance Periodicals Index when these publications fell out of the
H.W. Wilson indices (Ives, 1993).
Business Librarians could serve on advisory boards of companies like
EBSCO and ProQuest to provide suggestions for titles to license or index
and abstract.
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Most of the current coverage in the
business aggregators ceased
between 2010 and 2018, but 2007
was the year with the most
instances of latest coverage (n=17).
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